[Effect of capsule yindanxinnaotong (YD) on blood hemorheology and the score of blood stasis in patients with MS complicated ACS].
To observe the effect of Capsule YD on blood hemorheology and the score of blood stasis in patients with MS complicated ACS, and to investigate the clinical effect of Chinese medicine of promoting blood flow on those diseases. 63 cases were divided into two groups. Control group was treated with routine methods and YD group with additional YD. The course of treatment was 3 months. Blood hemorheology and the score of blood stasis were observed. Blood viscosity high shear rate, fibrinogen, the index and deformed index of Erythrocyte aggregation before and after treatment in both groups were improved (P < 0.05). And the index of Erythrocyte aggregation in YD group was significantly improved comparing to that in control group (P < 0.05). The symtom of stethalgia, frequency of episode, and blood stasis on tongue, lip and gums were also improved in YD group. The value of blood stasis in YD group was significantly decreased comparing to that in control group. Capsule YD can improve the angina pectoris and decrease the value of blood stasis in patients with ACS, and also improve their hemorheology. We should presume the Chinese medicine of activating blood circulation to dissipate blood stasis improve the metabolism and treat angina pectoris by improving blood hyperviscosity.